Supplementary Materials: Integrated Metabolomics Assessment of Human Dried Blood Spots and Urine Strips
Jeremy Drolet, Vladimir Tolstikov *, Brian Williams, Bennett Greenwood, Collin Hill, Vivek K. Vishnudas, Rangaprasad Sarangarajan, Niven R. Narain and Michael A. Kiebish Table S1 . Impacted human blood metabolites in different matrixes.
Metabolite

DBS Capillary
DBS Venous
DBS Plasma
Metabolite is detected in a matrix. Empty cell reports on not detected substance. Sampling and sample preparation was performed wearing gloves to avoid fatty acids transfer from the operator's skin in to the sample. Derivatization protocol included methoxymation and TMS capping at 60 o C [28] . Experiment was conducted in triplicates. Evidently admixtures were coming from derivatization procedure. Figure S2 : Hierarchical clustering analysis results of two weeks DBS storage stability study generated using MetaboAnalist 3.0 [34] . Red color represents increased metabolite levels and blue exemplifies decreased ones. Time and subject describe days and storage temperature.
Variations were observed between samples at the times T01-T03 collected on the day 0, as well as between other technical replica samples of this study. The highest level of variability observed at 37 o C on Day14 of the storage conditions.
